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Matt Flores – Tempted
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Henry L & Matt Flores – Low Tide

Farside Records is very excited to present the first collaboration of Matt Flores &
Henry L with this wonderful “Floating EP”.
Matt Flores recent/upcoming releases on labels like Compost Black, Combination, Third
Ear and of course Farside put him in the focus of the worldwide house circle. Actually
“Tempted” was produced by Matt with the concept of an album in mind. Even more glad
that he has been assured by the idea that the track has to be out on 12inch vinyl.
Heartfelt, kickin´ and deep, “Tempted” might be one of the greatest tunes that ever saw
the light out of Matt Flores Metaworld Universe. Get caught by the beautiful harmonies
and the demanding groove.
“Low Tide” is the first ever production teamwork of Matt Flores & Henry L (of Farside &
upcoming Drumpoet fame). And what a killer combination that is. Henry L shows his
amazing skills in creating the sexiest grooves around and Matt Flores adds some killer
synths to this deep & floating monster tune. You can call it deep house, slow funk or
whatever.
Even though the “Floating EP” is more on the slower & deeper side, expect some heavy
bassline business from these two guys as well. No wonder as both are also busy in the
drum & bass scene for years. Henry L aka Henree is part of the Triad duo that released
some dope tunes via Soul:R or CIA with an upcoming Omar Remix on Peppermint Jam.
He also used to DJ on Cologne based “Tatort” drum & bass jams with Matt Flores aka
MC My-T on the mic. So it was about time to finally come together productionwise for a
deep, moving and awesome “Floating EP”.

